Porsche cigar lighter

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Single ignition pull down trigger allows a quick spark, and the flat flame ensures your
cigar gets an even light. With a Porsche Design logo featured on the fuel viewing window, you'll
always know when it's time to refill with butane. Combined with a flame adjuster and refill
location found at the bottom, this lighter is unique. Statements regarding dietary supplements
have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent
any disease or health condition. Disclaimer : While we work to ensure that product information
is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. We recommend that you
do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and
directions before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product,
please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not
intended to substitute for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care
professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health
problem or disease. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have
a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or
prevent any disease or health condition. Skip to main content. Loading recommendations for
you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to
checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. FREE delivery: March 4 - 9.
Fastest delivery: Feb 26 - March 3. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Premium Lighters.
Sold by. Brand: Porsche Design. Color: Cathay Spice. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Important information Legal Disclaimer Statements regarding dietary
supplements have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure,
or prevent any disease or health condition. Compare with similar items. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. It's still way too expensive for a lighter. Normally you are just paying for the brand
name, but I have been impressed with how well put together this lighter is. I'd recommend
buying yourself a case if you decide to purchase, because who wants scratches on a lighter that
costs this much Porsche doesn't have any cases that I was able to find, so I found a substitute
on Amazon from another brand. It has the same flaws that all torch lighters have -- difficult to
see in the daylight. The lighter is reliable. I'm a cigarette smoker and use it for everyday use. I've
had it for a little over 3 months, and it's still working like new. It's a small lighter not as small as
a mini Dupont , so it does need to be refilled slightly more often than a larger lighter. I do enjoy
the unique way to fire the torch, and it's a good conversation piece as it looks very sleek. If
you're a torch lighter junkie collector like I am, you'll most likely enjoy this lighter. It's better
functionally than any of the other torch lighters that I own, and I own 'em all. Color: Limoges
Verified Purchase. Very nice. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. See Details.
See price in cart. Cigar Warehouse. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Cigar Guide. Porsche
P Jetflame lighter with 2 flames and cigar punch. Porsche P Jetflame lighter with wide flame for
Cigars or Cigarettes. Jetflame lighter, small, handy, full metal, with 1 jet flame. Plated with
genuien Carbon. Porsche P Jetflame lighter with jet flame and cigar punch. Porsche Design
presents lifestyle products of the highest standards. A special figurehead is the Porsche series
of high-quality lighters for cigars, cigarettes or pipes. In addition, Porsche Design also has a
very chic series of cigar cutters. Ferdinand Alexander Porsche is the designer of the legendary
Porsche er, which is reissued in a cited form with each series. His design is one of the timeless

and most consistent creations in the field of the automobile. Perfection that can not be
improved. At the beginning of the 70s the enterprise changes. Porsche KG becomes AG, the
family members withdraw from the operative business. Ferdinand Alexander Porsche remains
the seat on the supervisory board, he has to give up his job as chief designer - that's the rule.
He founded Porsche Design in Stuttgart in , more driven by his creative urge than by a
profitable business idea. Porsche Design stands today in this tradition. The assortment covers
different categories of clothing over suitcases, jewelery, watches, of course lighters up to
fragrances, writing utensils and spectacles. Each product group starts with a P followed by a
four-digit number. The first digit indicates the product group. In the case of Porsche lighters
this is category 3. So if you are looking for suitable accessories for your Porsche , Porsche
Design is the place for you. Your lighter or your cigar cutter in the tradition of the Porsche is
available from us. Porsche chases from one record to another. Sales and turnover increase. The
Zuffenhausen-based company is the most profitable car manufacturer in the world. We give ten
reasons why this success was achieved. Brand image Anyone who drives a Porsche can be
sure that he or she has an exclusive car. This is exactly what the global brand strategy is based
on. In Porsche received a marketing prize. The jury was particularly impressed by the
revitalization of the Porsche brand. Prize The cheapest model, a Boxster with hp, costs from 45,
euros. Porsche could sell its cars cheaper. But then the exclusivity would no longer exist. The
price, precisely because it is so high, is an important buying argument for many buyers. Quality
A Porsche rarely breaks down. It hardly appears in the ADAC breakdown statistics. Among
customers in the USA, the Zuffenhausen-based company even achieved the top rank. Reliability
Hardly any other car lasts as long in traffic as a Porsche. The percentage of all vehicles ever
built that are still on the road is 70 percent. A peak value. Production costs Like all car
manufacturers, Porsche is trying to reduce production costs. The Porsche parent plant in
Zuffenhausen produces the engines. Final assembly takes place at the Leipzig plant.
Development of new models To cushion the financial risk, Porsche developed the platform for
an off-road vehicle together with VW. Porsche calls it the Cayenne, at VW it is called the
Touareg. Independence Size alone does not guarantee success. DaimlerChrysler AG had to
experience this painfully. Porsche, on the other hand, as the smallest German car manufacturer,
has always maintained its independence. It is part of the company philosophy. Inventiveness
Porsche can reinvent itself and adapt to the market whenever it needs to. For example, climate
protection is also forcing Porsche to rethink. Head Wiedeking once said that even a Porsche
powered by hydrogen could be great fun. What shall I do? Dryness and the fear of
mummification of cigars The headline is deliberately a little over the top. What's wrong with it?
My Humidifer Box is empty, there are only few granules of crystals. Is this OK? New products
Pipe No. All new products. Specials Pipe Ashtray - black, matte - z with cork and pipe holder 9.
All specials. Porsche Design. Show 12 24 per page. Compare 0 Show all. Showing 1 - 12 of 20
items. Porsche Design Jetflame Lighter P for Add to cart More. Add to Wishlist. Add to
Compare. Porsche Design Cigar Cutter P Dunhill Flints Blue. Dunhill Flints Red. From 1. Cigar
Matches. Porsche Porsche Design presents lifestyle products of the highest standards. Porsche
- reasons for global success Porsche chases from one record to another. Cigar Guide. Every
cigar smokers follows own preferences in terms of cigar ashtrays. All ashtrays offered in our
show guarantee for at least certain minimum standards in quality and manufacturing. The
quality is of course mirrored in terms of pricing. Still, the cheapest cigar ashtrays satisfy the
demands in terms of optical design, functionality and processing. We provide gastronomy and
amusement business with whole lots of ashtrays. We are aware that ashtrays are mainly chosen
according to personal taste in matters of design. Like ordinary dishes ashtrays can break and
need to be replaced. No smoke without cigar cutter. With a cigar cutter cigars are opened.
Above all sharpness matters. All offered cutters are actually usable in every day smoker life.
Among others we offer Colibri cutters the brand plus Xikar cutters. Our home cutter is made by
Wolf in Solingen, Germany, which is the famous German city for blade manufacturing for
centuries. Cigar Cutting tools can be distinguished in 4 groups: In additon to the look of the cut
surface the cutting results differ in size. The larger the cutting surface, the better your cigar airs,
the more air is ventilated upon drawing. A large cut offers a light draw. A slim cut puts
emphasis on the the diversity of bouquets and flavours and strength of your cigar. Personally, I
got a special tool for each size and cigar format and each origin country. All variants have their
justified existence. Most cigar smokers try each variant of cigar cutters over the time and find
their favourite tool for each situation. Cutter The modern cutter for cigars with one or two
blades is also known as Guillotine. The cigar cutter is the standard tool in modern times. These
tools allow opening your cigar with minimal dexterity with a well airing cut for a high draw.
Notch Cutter The notch cutters was out of style for a long time and enjoys a revival at the
moment. I personally like these tools very much. A nearly year old notch cutter, which is a

family heirloom, remains being my favourite tool. Notch cutters in general and the models
offered in our shop are recommend like the ones from Colibri or Germanus: If you never used
one of these before, try these great family of cigar cutters for Longfiller Cigars. The medium
range opening surface offers a pleasant draw and a good density of flavours. Cigar Puncher
These cigar cutters punch your cigar, cut a hole. These are the cuts with the smallest surface
and prevent fraying of the wrapper consequently. The cutting procedure demands for only basic
dexterity and care. Cutting a cigar with a cigar puncher in darkness is easily possible. The small
cutting surface results in the lowest draw, but most cigars credit this method with an increased
complexity in flavours and density of flavours plus strength compared to other methods. If you
diagnose your cigar at issue with a too low draw, cutting it again carefully with one of the other
cutters is still possible. Cigar Scissors The scissors for cigars demand for a certain level of
dexterity, but it allows the smoker opening the cigar exactly according to the own preferences.
A cigar can literally undergo surgery with sharp cigar scissors. On the way you may prefer one
of the alternatives, for home use this is a recommend and popular tool. A spare cigar is difficult
to transport without damages to the wrapper. The classic cigar sheath made from leather is still
a popular way of transport. The modern transport solution is shockproof cigar cases. These
carrying cases cover cigars airtight and totally shock proof in soft foam. Each single lighter
offered in our shop has been personally tested in every day life for weeks to proof certain
sturdiness. Cigar Jetflame Lighters demand a rather high level of manufacturing quality and
demand for quality pure gas. So, in addition to the lighters you can add gas cartridges to your
order. Each gas meets the requirements. The gas has been testes previously to being listed
either. Most quality refillable lighters are maunfactured and shipped nearly empty. Please order
a cartridge of corresponding gas along with your lighter. Here you will find supplies for Toscani
cigars such as Humidor, cutter for sharing the Toscano in 2 Toscanelli so far cases for
transport. Here are some words to Toscani in the words of the importer. The myth. A summer
torrential rain in produced such huge amounts of water that they could no longer be taken up by
the Arno. The water also reached the Toscano grounds and soaked the tobacco bales stored
outside. The precious tobacco that was spoiled by the rain, you did not want to destroy and so
it was decided to make a completely new cigar out of it. This should be offered to the simple
Florentine citizens at an affordable price. To everyone's surprise, the cigars were a great
success right from the start. The water had triggered a fermentation process in the tobacco and
created a completely new taste. With almost years of history, it is an icon of Italian products and
inseparably interwoven with the history of Italy and its inhabitants. So that the same flavor is
always guaranteed, special demands are placed on the tobacco qualities. The composition of
the cigar. Cigars, e. Made in the Caribbean, consist of insert, binder and an additional cover
sheet. This important difference makes it clear that special demands are placed on the quality of
the leaflet. The fire treatment. The Kentucky tobacco is characterized by its dark color and is
subjected to a special "fire treatment". This has been unchanged for over years. But the
tobacco comes in special ovens, which are fired with oak and beech wood. As a result, the
leaves are subjected to an intensive drying process associated with the process of smoking of
e. Ham is comparable. The fermentation The tobacco is today, as in the former summer rain with
water soaked. The wet tobacco is then pressed. The resulting heat starts the fermentation
process. For uniform fermentation, the pressed bales are taken apart several times and
rearranged. The fermentation lasts days, depending on the cigar. The storage. The perfect
enjoyment begins with the storage. Until enjoyment, it should be left in the breathable
cellophane wrap. Use a sharp cigar cutter. The perfect cut ensures even burn of the cigar. One
half in the morning and the other half in the evening. The Friendship Cigar A particularly nice
reason to share the cigar is to smoke it with a friend. Thus, Toscanello has become known in
Italy and far beyond the borders as a cigar of friendship. Porsche Design presents lifestyle
products of the highest standards. A special figurehead is the Porsche series of high-quality
lighters for cigars, cigarettes or pipes. In addition, Porsche Design also has a very chic series of
cigar cutters. Ferdinand Alexander Porsche is the designer of the legendary Porsche er, which
is reissued in a cited form with each series. His design is one of the timeless and most
consistent creations in the field of the automobile. Perfection that can not be improved. At the
beginning of the 70s the enterprise changes. Porsche KG becomes AG, the family members
withdraw from the operative business. Ferdinand Alexander Porsche remains the seat on the
supervisory board, he has to give up his job as chief designer - that's the rule. He founded
Porsche Design in Stuttgart in , more driven by his creative urge than by a profitable business
idea. Porsche Design stands today in this tradition. The assortment covers different categories
of clothing over suitcases, jewelery, watches, of course lighters up to fragrances, writing
utensils and spectacles. Each product group starts with a P followed by a four-digit number.
The first digit indicates the product group. In the case of Porsche lighters this is category 3. So

if you are looking for suitable accessories for your Porsche , Porsche Design is the place for
you. Your lighter or your cigar cutter in the tradition of the Porsche is available from us.
Porsche chases from one record to another. Sales and turnover increase. The
Zuffenhausen-based company is the most profitable car manufacturer in the world. We give ten
reasons why this success was achieved. Brand image Anyone who drives a Porsche can be
sure that he or she has an exclusive car. This is exactly what the global brand strategy is based
on. In Porsche received a marketing prize. The jury was particularly impressed by the
revitalization of the Porsche brand. Prize The cheapest model, a Boxster with hp, costs from 45,
euros. Porsche could sell its cars cheaper. But then the exclusivity would no longer exist. The
price, precisely because it is so high, is an important buying argument for many buyers. Quality
A Porsche rarely breaks down. It hardly appears in the ADAC breakdown statistics. Among
customers in the USA, the Zuffenhausen-based company even achieved the top rank. Reliability
Hardly any other car lasts as long in traffic as a Porsche. The percentage of all vehicles ever
built that are still on the road is 70 percent. A peak value. Production costs Like all car
manufacturers, Porsche is trying to reduce production costs. The Porsche parent plant in
Zuffenhausen produces the engines. Final assembly takes place at the Leipzig plant.
Development of new models To cushion the financial risk, Porsche developed the platform for
an off-road vehicle together with VW. Porsche calls it the Cayenne, at VW it is called the
Touareg. Independence Size alone does not guarantee success. DaimlerChrysler AG had to
experience this painfully. Porsche, on the other hand, as the smallest German car manufacturer,
has always maintained its independence. It is part of the company philosophy. Inventiveness
Porsche can reinvent itself and adapt to the market whenever it needs to. For example, climate
protection is also forcing Porsche to rethink. Head Wiedeking once said that even a Porsche
powered by hydrogen could be great fun. In the past, not only cigarettes but also cigars with a
tip were smoked. We take up this quite meaningful tradition again with our cigar tip made of
briar refined in orange black with acrylic mouthpiece. All our cigar tips are beautiful handmade.
Functions: Cut cigar with Punch 2x Drill out knotted cigars with the Drawpoker. Perfect sturdy
Travelhumidor for up to 15 Cigars with 15 slots. To enjoy your cigars tools and utensils are
useful. A cigar should be transportes in the corresponding sheath or case. It can hardly be
opened without a cigar cutter or cigar scissors. The opened cigar is lighted with a cigar lighter
with jetflame technology. All cigar lighters are tested prior to being listed in the line of products.
We check all lighters in the course of several weeks on different occasions to make sure that
they are sturdy enough to last long. Jetflame cigar lighters demand for a certain manufacturing
quality and a certain quality of supplied gas. All offered gas cartridges meet the demands of
jetflame lighters and werk of course tested likewise. Catalog Enabled filters:. Hold Mechanism.
For Cigarette Length. Humidor Capacity Class. Window Material. What shall I do? Dryness and
the fear of mummification of cigars The headline is deliberately a little over the top. What's
wrong wi
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th it? My Humidifer Box is empty, there are only few granules of crystals. Is this OK? New
products Pipe No. All new products. Specials Pipe Ashtray - black, matte - z with cork and pipe
holder 9. All specials. Cigar Accessories. Toscano cigars Here you will find supplies for Toscani
cigars such as Humidor, cutter for sharing the Toscano in 2 Toscanelli so far cases for
transport. The fire treatment The Kentucky tobacco is characterized by its dark color and is
subjected to a special "fire treatment". The storage The perfect enjoyment begins with the
storage. Porsche Porsche Design presents lifestyle products of the highest standards. Porsche
- reasons for global success Porsche chases from one record to another. Show 12 24 60 per
page. Compare 0 Show all. Showing 1 - 12 of items. Add to cart More. Add to Wishlist. Add to
Compare. From Proven Quality Cigar Scissors Cutter. Cigar Cutter - Made in Germany - Tabak
Zigarren Tasting - Das Degustations-Album Cigarbank Cigarstack Cigarholder.

